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Chapter 1 : A LGBT guide to London | VisitBritain
When the Oxford Literary Guide first appeared, it was hailed by The Times of London as "the finest reference work of its
kind," while a TLS reviewer reported that he had road-tested the book on a journey from London to Herefordshire. This
trip normally takes under four hours. His literary pilgrimage.

All candidates must follow the application procedure as shown in applying to Oxford. The information below
gives specific details for students applying for this course. Candidates must make sure they are available to
take the test at this time. Separate registration for this test is required and the final deadline for entries is
Monday 15 October It is the responsibility of the candidate to ensure that they are registered for this test. We
strongly recommend making the arrangements in plenty of time before the deadline. For everything you need
to know, including guidance on how to prepare, see the ELAT page. Written work Candidates are required to
submit one recent example of writing, by Saturday 10 November This should be a marked essay produced in
the normal course of your school or college work and should not have been rewritten after marking. Preferably
it should be an analytical discussion of a topic or topics in the field of English literature, though an English
language topic is permissible. It should not be a short timed essay, a critical commentary on particular
passages of text practical criticism exercises , or a piece of creative writing. What are tutors looking for?
Successful candidates will tend to be those who can give evidence of wide, enthusiastic and thoughtful
reading. Tutors appreciate that you may be nervous in interview. You should not be afraid to defend your
views or to suggest authors whose work you would particularly like to discuss. Shortlisted candidates may be
asked to discuss a piece of prose or verse supplied before or in the interview. Suggested reading We
recommend that you read as widely as possible, and think critically about all the texts â€” literary or not â€”
that you read. Read more about this in our examples of interview questions. You can find literary resources on
our Great Writers Inspire site. Being guided through all the different ages of English literature means you
explore periods and styles you may otherwise have rejected out of hand, discover brand new tastes, and even
more levels to your love of literature! The ability to sit and read some of the greatest works of prose, poetry
and performance in a city steeped in its own near-mythological wealth of history and beautiful architecture
gives you a sense of being lost in your own fantasy, your own realm of turrets, tutors and texts. The course
was a completely different learning experience from school because I was given the freedom to really work
out what I thought about texts without having to worry about meeting assessment objectives or covering key
themes. I chose a college at Oxford, St. From my experience here, I think it is really important to pick a place
to study where you think you will be happy, not just a place which will impress other people. The best thing
that Oxford did for me: To trust my own opinions, to learn where I could push them further, to take risks in
academics, social situations, societies, friendships and to feel like if I tried hard enough I could really achieve
something of note. Oxford has been the best experience of my entire life. I never really felt school spirit, but at
my college I feel like I am part of one big team where people really cared about me as a person, not just as a
statistic on a piece of paper. Oxford gave me the confidence to believe in myself and the tools to understand
my own biases and failings. You are given so much freedom to develop your own ideas and you are able to
discuss them in one-on-one sessions with leading academics who take you seriously and care about you as a
person and a thinker. If this sounds like an environment you would enjoy, no matter what school you come
from or how good you think you are, then I urge you to give it a go and apply. It is totally legitimate to spend
a day in bed reading a novel. I was terrified that it was going to be like Ibiza, only colder. Also, buy a printer
before you arrive. The tutorial system is one of the most distinctive features of an Oxford education: A typical
tutorial is a one-hour meeting between a tutor and one, two, or three students to discuss reading and written
work that the students have prepared in advance. It gives students the chance to interact directly with tutors, to
engage with them in debate, to exchange ideas and argue, to ask questions, and of course to learn through the
discussion of the prepared work. Many tutors are world-leaders in their fields of research, and Oxford
undergraduates frequently learn of new discoveries before they are published. Each student also receives
teaching in a variety of other ways, depending on the course. This will include lectures and classes, and may
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include laboratory work and fieldwork. But the tutorial is the place where all the elements of the course come
together and make sense. It helps students to grow in confidence, to develop their skills in analysis and
persuasive argument, and to flourish as independent learners and thinkers. More information about tutorials
The benefits of the college system Every Oxford student is a member of a college. The college system is at the
heart of the Oxford experience, giving students the benefits of belonging to both a large and internationally
renowned university and a much smaller, interdisciplinary, college community. Each college brings together
academics, undergraduate and postgraduate students, and college staff. The college gives its members the
chance to be part of a close and friendly community made up of both leading academics and students from
different subjects, year groups, cultures and countries. The relatively small size of each college means that it is
easy to make friends and contribute to college life. There is a sense of belonging, which can be harder to
achieve in a larger setting, and a supportive environment for study and all sorts of other activities. It is the
norm that undergraduates live in college accommodation in their first year, and in many cases they will
continue to be accommodated by their college for the majority or the entire duration of their course. Colleges
invest heavily in providing an extensive range of services for their students, and as well as accommodation
colleges provide food, library and IT resources, sports facilities and clubs, drama and music, social spaces and
societies, access to travel or project grants, and extensive welfare support. For students the college often
becomes the hub of their social, sporting and cultural life.
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Chapter 2 : Review: The Oxford Guide to Literary Britain and Ireland | Books | The Guardian
The Oxford Guide to Literary Britain and Ireland Daniel Hahn. out of 5 stars 5. Hardcover. $ Next. Customers who
bought this item also bought.

A 2 week UK Trip itinerary 1. And if all else fails, you will never be short on an incredible pub to while away
some time before heading on. Available in 1, 3 and 6 day versions, as well as a version with an included
Oyster card, the savings can really be quite impressive if you plan on visiting a few locations. You can read a
full break down on when the London Pass is worth buying here , and buy one yourself here. Finally, London is
probably going to be the most expensive city in the UK for your accommodation. We recommend booking
well in advance to get a good deal â€” check out London hotel listings on booking. Unfortunately, this is
nearly impossible in Oxford , as nearly everyone there is either a tourist or a student. I lived in and around
Oxford for a number of years, and generally felt like a tourist most of that time too. Part of the reason for that
is that this tiny city is absolutely jam packed with incredible buildings, largely in the form of the Oxford
Colleges. These are seriously wealthy establishments, who clearly had no problem flaunting that wealth in an
architectural fashion back in the day. This means that yes, it is full of people wandering around, mouths agape,
at quite how pretty the whole thing is. But for good reason! So strap that camera on and snap away. Then go
for a punt on the river, and enjoy some Pimms or a cream tea. Read more tips for spending a day in Oxford,
here. From Oxford you are also well located to take in the incredibly picturesque Cotswolds area â€” all quaint
villages and rolling countryside. The England that everyone imagines England to be like, with country pubs,
village greens and cricket ovals. Think rolling hills, quaint villages, and beautiful walks. Part of the request I
was posed asked about the yarn industry in the UK â€” and Manchester is certainly no stranger to the fibre
industry â€” in the 19th century she earned the nickname Cottonopolis. Plenty here for the yarn enthusiast in
you. Not to mention the music scene! York â€” 1 Day Not that far from Manchester England is so quaintly
explorable! From the incredible Gothic York Minster a climb to the top is highly recommended to the
winding, tumbled down alleyways of the shambles, to the Viking history â€” this is a city that just cries out for
exploration. There are a whole number of ghost walks that take in the spooky past of York, so if you want an
evening of entertainment and intrigue, likely accompanied with a number of fine drinking establishments, an
evening ghost walk is a great bit of fun. Check out York hotel prices here. I am of course talking about
Northumbria. From miles of deserted beach, to crumbling castles, to the Roman equivalent of the great wall of
China, Northumbria really has a lot to offer someone looking for a slightly off the beaten track England
experience. Worth taking a bit of time to explore, in my opinion. From Edinburgh castle, to Arthurs Seat, from
fine whiskeys, to Princes Street, there really is enough here for a number of days of entertainment. And if you
visit during the Fringe festivalâ€¦ wellâ€¦ plan on being entertained for a good many weeks! See more ideas on
spending some time in Edinburgh in this detailed two day Edinburgh itinerary that I put together, and check
and book your Edinburgh hotels here. Do be aware that if you are renting a car, some car rental companies
have restrictions on taking cars on ferries, or into other countries â€” so make sure you check before you go as
there may be an additional fee to pay. Of course, you could also fly to Ireland Edinburgh to Belfast or Dublin
for example , and use different rentals for different parts of your adventure! If all that sounds like too much
hard work, you could extend your time in Scotland, or alternatively, you could take in the west coast of the
UK, including Glasgow , the Lake District, and Liverpool, as well as popping into Wales for the stunning
Snowdonia national park, and rejoin this itinerary in South Wales or Bristol. The choice is yours! This part of
the world has a lot to offer, and three days is quite a short amount of time. Then, head south into Ireland, and
see fabulous Dublin. There are also of course the Irish people, well known for their love of a good time! Here
you will find beautiful beaches, rugged cliffs, and fabulous opportunities for walking. Four capitals in a
fortnight â€” not bad going! Find and book your Cardiff hotels here. For over a thousand years Bristol has
been an important English port. Built in , and designed by the engineering genius who was Isambard Kingdom
Brunel â€” the man who almost single-handedly revolutionised both engineering and public transport in the
UK. The SS Great Britain is notable as being the first steamer to cross the Atlantic â€” setting a record pace
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for the time of 14 days. An amazing bit of history. For more ideas in Bristol, check out our guide to things to
do in Bristol , which should give you plenty of ideas to fill your time. Find the best prices on Bristol hotels and
book here. Like Oxford , this is a difficult place to be anything other than a tourist, but it is so worth it all the
same! Back to London, via Stonehenge! No trip to the UK though would really be complete without taking in
perhaps our most famous monument â€” the circle of rocks known as Stonehenge. There is just something
about the place that makes you wonder. A circle of rocks, built by a people who had nothing but their hands
and some bits of wood to help them out, in the middle of the Wiltshire countryside, hundreds of miles from an
actual quarry, is just mind blowing. Add in the pagan ritualism, the relationship between the rocks and the sun,
and the sheer mystery of the place, and you have somewhere that is capable of really capturing the
imagination. Worth your time to visit see more thoughts from a trip to Stonehenge here. And thenâ€¦ back to
London, where this tour finishes! Can you do this 2 Week UK itinerary by public transport? A popular
question from readers is whether or not this itinerary can be done by public transport. I appreciate that of
course not everyone wants to drive in the UK, and the answer, for the most part, is yes. The main challenge is
the rural sections of the route â€” for example, exploring the Cotswolds, Northumbria or the Peak District.
This is possible using local buses of course, but it can definitely slow you down a fair bit, and so you would
need to adjust the itinerary a little to fit the schedule. Another option is to add in some days in London or
Edinburgh, and doing some specific day trips from these cities to take in the out of town attractions. Then, for
Northumbria and the Scottish Borders, including beautiful Alnwick Castle, consider this tour from Edinburgh.
If you are interested in doing this itinerary by public transport, check out my guide to taking a 10 day UK trip
by public transport, which as well as a route, has lots lots of ideas for how to book different forms of transport
in the most effective and cost-efficient way. Another popular question is whether or not this sort of trip can be
done with a tour company, and if we have any companies we would recommend for this. So you have a couple
of options for doing this. First, you can look into a bespoke tour company and a private tour guide, who will
be able to put a tour together for you, including guiding, transport and accommodation. For this sort of tour,
we recommend the services of Robina Brown, who is a blue-badge guide offering tours across the UK. See her
website here. The other option is to take a group tour of the UK. First, we recommend you spend two or three
days in London, following our suggested London itinerary. Next, we recommend you take something similar
to this small group tour , which takes eight days to take you from London to Edinburgh, or this 8 day tour
which has more of a focus on northern England and Scotland, as well as the Cotswolds. In Edinburgh, you can
spend a couple of days following our Edinburgh itinerary , after which you can easily fly to either Belfast or
Dublin direct from Edinburgh. Finally, you can either return to London, or have your flights home depart from
Dublin. May is probably our favourite time of year, the weather is usually quite reasonable but the tourist
crowds are not too intense. Christmas, and the period leading up to Christmas, can also be a wonderful time to
visit, when the streets and shops are all brightly lit and decorated for the festive season. For a good example of
this, check out our guide to visiting Edinburgh at Christmas. Where to Stay in the UK: Finding the best deal
on your accommodation is an important part of trip planning â€” helping you to get the most from your
budget, as well as find the property that is right for you. They have an extensive selection of properties, many
with no-fee cancellation policies, and often run discounts and special offers. Click on each city title to see their
listings: If you prefer an apartment or more of a hosted stay, then I recommend AirBnB. For even more ideas
to help you save money and get the best choice, we wrote a whole post on the best alternatives to AirBnB
which you should check out! Between these options, you should find the best prices and places to stay for your
trip, as well as a good selection of reviews and feedback to help you make an informed decision. We have
used and can recommend Enterprise Car Rental , they usually have great rates, especially for one way rentals.
A hire car will give you a lot more flexibility than public transport, and prices are generally fairly reasonable.
However, if you would prefer to do a trip like this by public transport instead of driving yourself, check out
our UK itinerary by public transport for ideas. If you want a shorter trip, taking in some more off the beaten
path destinations, check out this one week itinerary of the UK that I put together. We have guides to many of
the cities and sights in the UK for you to bookmark, including:
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Chapter 3 : English Language and Literature | University of Oxford
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Oxford Lit Guide To Britain & Ireland at calendrierdelascience.com
Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

Chapter 4 : Michelin Star Restaurants UK & Ireland - Great British Chefs
The Guide is the ideal resource and companion for any literary pilgrimage in Britain or Ireland, and for the armchair
literary calendrierdelascience.com to this edition are special feature entries on writers particularly associated with
places, including the Brontes, Walter Scott, and James Joyce, contributed by high-profile authors including Margaret.

Chapter 5 : Davies, Edward Tegla (â€“) : The Oxford Guide to Literary Britain & Ireland - oi
When The Oxford Guide to Literary Britain and Ireland first appeared, it was hailed by The Times of London as "the
finest reference work of its kind.".

Chapter 6 : The Oxford Guide to Literary Britain & Ireland - Google Books
The Oxford Guide to Literary Britain Ireland When The Oxford Guide to Literary Britain and Ireland first appeared it was
hailed by The Times of London as the finest.

Chapter 7 : Visit Britain: The Official Tourism Website of Great Britain
Buy a cheap copy of Oxford Lit Guide To Britain & Ireland book by Dorothy Eagle. Oxford Literary Guide to the British
Isles. This 1st edition volume is without flaws, with the exception of the dust cover.

Chapter 8 : - The Oxford Illustrated Literary Guide to Great Britain and Ireland by Dorothy Eagle
The Oxford Guide to Literary Britain and Ireland. edited by Daniel Hahn and Nicholas Robins. pp, Oxford, Â£ The Oxford
Guide to Literary Britain and Ireland is a treasure trove of anecdotes.

Chapter 9 : Oxford Lit Guide To Britain & Ireland by Dorothy Eagle
Informative and entertaining, this guide is the ideal companion for any journey around Britain and Ireland. From
Shakespeare's Stratford and Dickens's London to the Dublin of James Joyce, it lists hundreds of places and gives
details of their connections with the lives of famous writers.
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